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THERMOELECTRIC POWER ANDRESISTIVITY OF UPS�A. Wojakowski, R. Wawryk and Z. HenkieW. Trzebiatowski Institute of Low Temperature and Struture ResearhPolish Aademy of SienesP.O. Box 1410, 50-950 Wroªaw, Poland(Reeived June 21, 2001)Single rystals of uranium phosphorosul�de, UPS, have been obtainedby the hemial transport method. Their thermoeletri power, S(T ), andeletrial resistivity, �(T ), have been measured from � 2 K to room tem-perature. The transport properties of UPS show some anomalies, whihould be asribed to the Kondo-like sattering of the ondution eletrons.PACS numbers: 61.10.Nz, 71.27.+a, 72.15.Qm, 81.10.BkUPS is a member of uranium pnitohalogenides family � UXY, whereX = P, As, Sb or Bi, and Y = S, Se or Te. All of these ompounds rys-tallize into tetragonal rystal strutures (spae group P4/nmm or I4/mmm)formally isotypi with the PbFCl struture type. The most important fea-ture of these tetragonal strutures are layers staked along the -axis in thesequene � � � �X�U�Y�Y�U� � � �. Ternary uranium ompounds UXY arestrongly anisotropi uniaxial ferromagnets with magneti moment alignedalong the -axis and relatively high Curie temperatures (between about 40and 120 K). Uranium arsenoselenide, UAsSe, is the member of this familyof ompounds for whih the physiohemial properties were studied mostintensively. All uranium pnitohalogenides, examined so far, have a nega-tive temperature oe�ient of resistivity in the paramagneti state. Belowthe ferromagneti transition the resistivity dereases down to liquid heliumtemperature for all members of the family examined up till now with theexeption of uranium arsenoselenide. The latter ompound shows a well pro-nouned and strongly sample dependent unusual upturn of resistivity below� 0:5TC. An inrease of this low temperature resistivity upturn is aom-panied by a derease of the Curie temperature. It seems that a disorder� Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 21�24, 2001.(3493)



3494 A. Wojakowski, R. Wawryk, Z. Henkiein the anioni sublatties may be at the origin of the observed transportproperties. As a onsequene, the non magneti two level Kondo systemis onsidered as the model that might desribe the mehanism of the on-dution eletron sattering in uranium arsenoselenide (and in isostruturaldiamagneti ThAsSe as well) [1�4℄. In general, the uranium pnitohalo-genides rystallize in the well ordered struture with two di�erent positionsoupied by the X and Y anions, respetively. However, if the anions areneighbours in the periodi Table, like As and Se or P and S, (similar ele-troni struture and ioni radii) one an expet an inrease of possibilityof an interhage of lattie sites of the anions. This fat motivated our at-tempt to prepare uranium phosphorosul�de with slightly disordered anionisublatties to show that its transport properties would behave similarly tothat observed for uranium arsenoselenide. The reent paper of Kazorowskiet al. [5℄ does not report low temperature upturn in the resistivity of UPS.The authors found T 2 dependene of resistivity below � 20 K. Single rys-tals of uranium phosphorosulphide UPS were grown in sealed silia tube bythe hemial transport method. The bromine in amount of � 2 � 3 mg ofBr2 per m3 was used as the transporting agent. The rystals grew dueto temperature gradient 950 ! 900ÆC. The grown single rystals were thinplates with dimensions up to � 6 � 4 � 0:5 mm3 (-axis always perpendi-ular to the plate). The X-ray di�ration examination on�rms a tetragonalstruture of the PbFCl-type (spae group P4/nmm) with lattie parametersin aordane with the literature data [5℄ (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. X-ray powder di�ration pattern of UPS. The powder was prepared bygrinding of single rystals.The thermoeletri power, S(T ), of UPS along the a-axis has been mea-sured by the method desribed in [6℄. The examination was done for tem-peratures ranging from liquid helium to room temperature. Samples for thethermoeletri power measurements were ut into bars of � 0:5�1�5 mm3.



Thermoeletri Power and Resistivity of UPS 3495The temperature di�erene at the ends of sample was equal to �2 K. Ourresults of S(T ) measurements are the �rst in the literature and are presentedin Fig. 2. The a-axis thermoeletri power of UPS is positive and is aboutone order of magnitude larger than that of normal metals. The S(T ) urveshave a well pronouned hange of slope at the Curie temperature (TC), asindiated by the arrow on Fig. 2, and a broad maximum in paramagnetistate. The temperature dependene of the thermoeletri power of UPS be-low TC exhibits two anomalies: a peak at � 25 K and a valley at � 80 K.The observed peak of S(T ) at 25 K originates possibly from the Kondo ef-fet. Further examinations are neessary for a better understanding of itsorigin.
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Fig. 2. Thermoeletri power, S(T ), for two samples of UPS (labelled 1 and 2) inthe basal plane perpendiular to the -axis.Eletrial resistivity of UPS has been measured along the a-axis by dmethod from about 2 K to room temperature. Contrary to the previousresults [5℄ our single rystals show low temperature upturn of the resistivity(see Fig. 3). The room temperature value of the eletrial resistivity does nothange muh from sample to sample and is lose to 240 �
m. When the lowtemperature upturn in the ferromagneti state inreases, a smooth dereaseof the Curie temperature and a distint derease of the thermoeletri power25 K peak is observed.If we assume that the mehanism of ondution eletron sattering inUPS and UAsSe is the same, i.e. that we observe the non magneti Kondolike behaviour, then the total measured resistivity of UPS an be resolvedinto four terms. They are due to sattering of eletrons on stati impurities(�o), on phonons (�ph(T )), on spin disorder of the ferromagneti matrix(�s(T )) and on dynami entres (Kondo omponent �K(T )):�(T ) = �o + �ph(T ) + �s(T ) + �K(T ) ;
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Fig. 3. Resistivity, �(T ), for two samples of UPS (labelled 1 and 2) in the diretionof a-axis. Our results are ompared to the data taken from the paper [5℄ (dashedline). Curie temperature TC is taken as a maximum of d�=dT .as it was shown for UAsSe [1℄. It seems that uranium phosphorosulphide isanother good example of magneti uranium ompound in whih nonmagnetiKondo-like behaviour is distintly observed.This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN), grant No. 2 P03B 062 18; 2000-2001.REFERENCES[1℄ Z. Henkie, R. Fabrowski, A. Wojakowski, J. Alloy. Compd. 219, 248 (1995).[2℄ Z. Henkie, T. Cihorek, A. Pietraszko, R. Fabrowski, A. Wojakowski,B.S. Kuzhel, L. K�pi«ski, L. Krajzyk, A. Gukasov, P. Wi±niewski, J. Phys.Chem. Solids 59, 385 (1998).[3℄ Z. Henkie, T. Cihorek, R. Fabrowski, A. Wojakowski, B.S. Kuzhel,Cz. Maruha, M.S. Szzepaniak, J. Tadla, Physia B 281-282, 226 (2000).[4℄ Z. Henkie, A. Pietraszko, A. Wojakowski, L. K�pi«ski, T. Cihorek, J. Alloy.Compd. 317-318, 52 (2001).[5℄ D. Kazorowski, H. Noël, M. Potel, A. Zygmunt, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 55,1363 (1994).[6℄ Z. Henkie, P.J. Markowski, A. Wojakowski, Ch. Laurent, J. Phys. E. Si.Instrum. 20, 40 (1987).


